Background. An A-algebra S is a ring S together with a ring monomorphism of A into the center of S. We call S a central A-algebra if the image of this homomorphism is the center of S. The opposite A-algebra of S is denoted by S". The enveloping algebra of S over A, denoted by S e , is the A-algebra S<8> A S°. Given an S-bimodule M, we may regard M as a left S e -module by denning (s®f°)x = sxf, where x e M ; s, teS. Likewise, any left S e -module can be regarded as an S-bimodule.» In particular, S has a left S e -module structure. We call S a separable A-algebra if S is a projective S e -module. Thus, a central separable A-algebra is a separable A-algebra whose center is A. It is well-known that S is a central separable A-algebra if and only if S e is (A-algebra) isomorphic to End A (S), and S is finitely generated and projective as an A-module (see [1, p. 372] Given S a finitely generated projective A-module, let ft = End A (S). If M is any fl-module, the Morita Duality Theorem gives us an fl-isomorphism Hom n (S, M)® A S = M, (see [2, pp. 22-23] ).
Let B be a ring whose center is A, and let S be an A-subalgebra of B. By considering B canonically as a two-sided S-module, we can form {b e B | bs = sb for all s e S}. We call this the commutant of S in B and denote it by B s .
Main Result. Let C be a commutative purely inseparable exponent one ring extension of A with respect to a derivation d on C, and let C be finitely generated and projective as an A-module. In the following, O = End c (S) and M c denotes the commutant of C in M. We shall make use of the Morita Duality Theorem to arrive at the result that derivations in central separable algebras are actually obtained from inner derivations on the algebras. This is stated in the following theorem.
We begin by taking S to be any central separable A-algebra containing C a$ a Proof. To see that I is a subset of C, take any aeJ. Then there exists b e S such that (a, b)c = c(a, b) , for all ceC. By equating the first components, we see that aeC. It is straightforward to verify the remaining properties.
THEOREM . Given C a commutative purely inseparable exponent one ring extension of A with respect to a derivation B on C, and given C finitely generated and projective as an A-module, let S be any central separable A-algebra containing C as a splitting A-subalgebra. Then d extends to an inner derivation on S.
Proof. Take the above C<8> A S°-module structure on M, and consider M canonically as an ft-module. Since S is finitely generated and projective as a C-module, the Morita Duality Theorem [4, p. 37] gives us an fl-isomorphism M=Hom n (S, M)<8> C S. By Lemma 1, we thus obtain M=M C ® C S> with the isomorphism given by m®s-*ms. Therefore, Since S is a finitely generated projective C-module containing C, for each maximal ideal /3 of C, S p is a finite dimensional free C p -module. Thus, we can form the canonical projections ir k : S p -» C p , and the canonical injections i k :C P -* S^ split for each it. Then S 3 is faithfully flat over C p [9, p. 333] . But Lemma 2 implies I ^ IS DC, so 1=1-SC\C.
